
Hi 

  

Further to Department for Water’s comments to specific questions supplied in the ED AWAS 1 

feedback tool, sent on 27th June 2011, Department for Waters would like to supply some general 

comments on the ED AWAS 1. Please see below for these general comments 

  

General comment AWAS and WACF 

WACF and AWAS were developed in sequence. Establishing general principles in WACF before 

producing PAWAS and AWAS was probably very useful. Having both documents now can be 

confusing. Could they be combined? 

  

Offsetting not permitted 

Para 21 indicates that offsetting of items is not permitted. This may be difficult to avoid and may 

result in important information being omitted from a GPWAR. An example would be the flow of water 

from surface water to groundwater which is normally estimated from a numerical model. This often 

produces a net result because it is based on available watercourse gauges and catchment 

characteristics. Such offsetting would not be possible to avoid. 

  

Glossary comment 

-Glossary in WACF and definitions of terms in ED AWAS 

  

It would be good if these glossaries could be harmonised with the AWID (Australian Water 

Information Dictionary) so that there is a central repository of definitions. 

  

General comment  

- purpose of standards Objective (P3) 

  

The Objective of the AWAS is acknowledged and appreciated, as the standards set in place a 

framework which allows further development of water accounting practice and possible regulation. 

However, in the wider stakeholder community the purpose of the standards is frequently 

misunderstood. In particular, stakeholders often feel that the standards will prescribe and define 

calculation methods in order to standardise measurement nationally. Such measurement 

standardisation may flow from AWAS as a result of being able to better compare quantities. However, 

the existence of the standards already leads to unreasonable expectations from stakeholders that the 

water accounting problem is 'solved' and that only mechanical reporting work remains. This can mean 

that sufficient resources are not allocated to the problem.   

  

Thanks 

  

Mark Agnew 

 


